An evaporative cooling membrane device is disclosed having a flat or pleated plate housing with an enclosed bottom and an exposed top that is covered with at least one sheet of hydrophobic porous material having a thin thickness so as to serve as a membrane. The hydrophobic porous material has pores with predetermined dimensions so as to resist any fluid in its liquid state from passing therethrough but to allow passage of the fluid in its vapor state, thereby, causing the evaporation of the fluid and the cooling of the remaining fluid. The fluid has a predetermined flow rate. The evaporative cooling membrane device has a channel which is sized in cooperation with the predetermined flow rate of the fluid so as to produce laminar flow therein. The evaporative cooling membrane device provides for the convenient control of the evaporation rates of the circulating fluid by adjusting the flow rates of the laminar flowing fluid.
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ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract and subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A. Field of the Invention

The invention relates to a device used to cool a contained stream of fluid by means of evaporation, and more particularly, to a device that provides a heat sink for cooling fluids and which is suitable for operation in high altitude environment situations, such as in outer space.

B. Description of the Prior Art

Many attempts for providing heat sink devices for use in conjunction with a variety of environments are known. One such heat sink device, which is particularly suitable for operations in high altitude environment situations, is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,007,601 ("601") which is herein incorporated by reference. The '601 patent discloses a sublimator/evaporator system in which liquid flows around the outside of tubes, while the tube interior is vented directly to a vacuum. A portion of the liquid experiences a liquid to vapor change releasing latent heat therefrom and leaving the remaining fluid cooled to serve as a medium for heat sinking purposes. The sublimator/evaporator system of the '601 patent serves well its intended purpose and if sized correctly provides proper control of the cooling rate. However, the system of the '601 patent is disadvantageously limited because the flow rate is limited by the internal orifice size of each tube and, therefore, does not make advantageous use of the full surface area employed in the construction of the device. It is desired that an evaporative cooling device be provided that advantageously takes advantage of the full surface area employed in its construction and yet not reduce its cooling capabilities.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to an evaporative cooling device that does not suffer from tubular flow rate limitations, but rather has a plate configuration which allows for increased flow rates and that provides convenient control of evaporation rates of the device by adjusting the rate of flow of the fluid that yields the cooling effect.

The evaporative cooling membrane device provides for cooling with a circulating stream of fluid by means of evaporation. The evaporative cooling device comprises a housing with four enclosed sidewalls, an enclosed bottom, and an exposed face covered with at least one sheet of hydrophobic porous material preferably having a relatively thin thickness so as to serve as a membrane. The sidewalls include two oppositely disposed sidewalks one with an entrance opening and the other with an exit opening, and with the entrance opening capable of receiving a fluid commonly having an elevated temperature, a predetermined flow rate, and capable of experiencing a liquid to vapor change, and the exit opening capable of passing the fluid out of the housing. The predetermined flow rate is selected so that laminar flow is maintained from the entrance to the exit opening. The porous membrane material has pores with predetermined dimensions so as to resist the fluid in its liquid state from passing therethrough, but to allow passage of the fluid in its vapor state thereby causing the evaporation of the fluid. The evaporation cools the fluid remaining in the housing and the cooled fluid is directed from the evaporative cooling membrane device to serve for heat sinking purposes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an isometric illustration of the evaporative cooling membrane device of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a sectional view of the device of FIG. 1 taken along section line 2—2 of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is an isometric illustration, partially cut away, of a system employing the evaporative cooling membrane device of FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration related to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5 is an illustration showing the linearity between the flow and evaporation rates in the laminar flow region related to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring to the drawings, wherein the same reference numbers indicate the same elements throughout, there is shown in FIG. 1 an isometric illustration of an evaporative cooling membrane device 10 of the present invention that provides for cooling with a circulating stream of fluid by means of evaporation. The evaporative cooling membrane device 10 provides for a channel that creates a laminar flow of its fluid. The fluid is circulated within a closed container cooperating with the device 10 so that the fluid encounters a liquid to vapor change causing evaporation thereof, thereby, freeing the liquid of latent heat and leaving behind a cooled remaining fluid.

The evaporative cooling membrane device 10 comprises a housing 10A with four enclosed sidewalls 12, 14, 16 and 18 which, in turn, respectively comprise upper and lower halves 12A and 12B; 14A and 14B; 16A and 16B (not shown) and 18A and 18B. If desired, the upper and lower halves of the enclosed sidewalls may each be one unitary piece. More particularly, the upper halves 12A, 14A, 16A and 18A may be constructed as one piece and, similarly, the lower halves 12B, 14B, 16B and 18B may be constructed as one piece. The housing 10A further comprises an enclosed bottom 20 not shown in FIG. 1, but to be described with reference to FIG. 2.

The evaporative cooling membrane device 10 further comprises a hydrophobic porous membrane 22, a gasket 24, and a restraint layer 26 shown as having a dimpled surface. The restraint layer 26 provides support of the hydrophobic porous membrane 22 while at the same time allows vapor to pass therethrough. Further, the evaporative cooling membrane device 10 further comprises an entrance opening 28 and an exit opening 30 respectively located on oppositely disposed sidewall halves 14B and 18B, and which may be further described with reference to FIG. 2 which is a view taken along line 2—2 of FIG. 1.

As seen in FIG. 2, the entrance 28 and exit 30 openings respectively have narrowed passageways 32 and 34 that lead into and out, respectively, of a channel 36 which spans the majority of bottom or floor 20 of the evaporative cooling membrane device 10. The channel 36 carries the fluid delivered to the evaporative cooling membrane device 10 selected from the group comprising water and a refrigerant. The fluid flows in a laminar flow regime. The size of the
The operation of the present invention may be better appreciated by first describing prior art evaporative cooling devices. Prior art devices of particular importance to the present invention may begin with a flat or pleated sheet of material, such as PTFE (teflon) that has some pores in it that are small enough to prevent liquid water from passing through, but large enough that water vapor will pass through. These prior art cooling devices put liquid water on one side of this membrane and a space like vacuum on the other. The result is such that some water evaporates and goes through the membrane. The remaining water will be cooled by this evaporation, just as evaporated sweat cools the human body. The amount of cooling is \( (h,m) \) the latent heat of evaporation \( (h) \) times the mass \( (m) \) of \( H_2O \) evaporated. If this process is allowed to continue the liquid mass will cool and freeze, then it will sublime until there is not enough heat in it to evaporate more ice and, thus, prevent the desired cooling to be accomplished.

The present invention eliminates this limitation by making liquid, such as fresh warm water, flow over the surface of the membrane 22. In this way fresh warm water is always supplied to the membrane 22. The water, serving as the fluid, does not freeze, just as it is difficult to freeze a moving creek. But the net effect of cooling still takes place and if, unlike the prior invention, it were a closed system there would eventually be freezing. In the present invention heat is added to the system. Thus, the present invention provides a balance between heat in and heat out so that no freezing occurs and flow continues.

In one application, illustrated in FIG. 4 as arrangement 72, related to NASA, an ice block 74 for cooling is arranged in conjunction with a by pass or diverter valve 76 for control of the fluid 78. In the arrangement 72 of FIG. 4, the water cools near the pores of a membrane sheet and the evaporation rate drops because the rate of cooling is directly related to the temperature of the fluid or more accurately, the vapor pressure of the fluid. In the present invention, the flow is laminar and the water (fluid) near the wall, such as the underside of membrane 22, moves very slowly. Laminar flow can be envisioned as a bunch of thin sheets of water being pushed over the membrane 22. The sheets of water near the wall, such as the underside of membrane 22, see friction and are slowed. The next upward sheet (relative to the lower sheet encountering friction) of water moves faster and so on for all of the sheets of water flowing in the evaporative cooling membrane device 10 of the present invention. There is very little mixing of the sheets or layers of water and if there is a temperature difference, the heat will be transferred between the sheets of water by conduction not convection through the sheets of water. Also, any tempera-
ture difference will enhance the sheet or layering model. However, if the flow speeds up and goes into the turbulent type, the layers break down and heat is transferred via convection. It is of particular importance that the flow of the fluid be in the laminar flow regime. If the flow is turbulent then there is no temperature reduction near the wall, such as the underside of membrane 22, and evaporation will be at its highest. However, in accordance with the present invention with the flow being laminar, the cooling membrane 10 controls the speed of the layer near the wall, such as the underside of membrane 22, and thus the temperature and thus the vapor pressure and thus the evaporation rate of the device 10.

Low flow rates mean low velocity near the pores of membrane 22 which means low temperature near the pores which, in turn, means the evaporation rate slows as the temperature drops. Increasing the flow rate of the fluid and increasing the temperature of the warm moving fluid both correspondingly increase the evaporation rate. Therefore, high flow rate equals high evaporation rate; low flow rate equals low evaporation rate; and evaporation equals cooling. These, desired relationships, unlike the present invention, no longer exist if the flow enters the turbulent regime as may be seen in FIG. 5. As shown in FIG. 5, the flow rate and evaporation rate have a linearly increasing relationship in a laminar region 80 and, conversely, a non-increasing relationship in a turbulent region 82.

In a laminar flow region, flow velocity near the wall, that is, the underside of membrane 22 of the cooling membrane device 10 does not change and evaporation is relatively constant.

The operation of the evaporative cooling membrane device 10 and thus the evaporative cooling membrane system 44 is determined by the combination of heat and mass transfers around and through the device 10 which consists of four definable processes which are: (1) the transfer of heat to the site of evaporation; (2) the transfer of mass to the site of evaporation; (3) the evaporation of mass from the site of evaporation; and (4) the flow of vapor out of the device 10. All of these four processes are important to the operation of the present invention. The interrelationships between these four processes may be expressed by the following relationship:

\[ \text{m} \cdot \text{h} = \text{C}_\text{p} \cdot \text{T}_\text{w} \cdot \text{h} \cdot (\text{T}_\text{w} - \text{T}_\text{v}) + \text{h} \cdot \text{T}_\text{v} \]

where \( \text{m} \) = mass flow; \( \text{C}_\text{p} \) = heat capacity; \( \text{T}_\text{w} \) = temperature of bulk water into device 10; \( \text{T}_\text{v} \) = temperature of bulk water out of device 10; \( \text{h} \) = heat transfer coefficient; \( \text{A} \) = surface area of the cooling membrane 10 from which vapors escape; \( \text{T}_\text{w} \) = average bulk temperature of fluid in device 10; \( \text{T}_\text{v} \) = temperature underside of the membrane 22 of the cooling device 10; \( \text{h} \) = latent heat of evaporation; and \( \text{m} \) = mass evaporated.

The term \( \text{m} \) is determined by the material 22 and by the vapor pressure difference between the water and the vacuum side of the membrane which may be expressed as:

\[ \text{m} = \alpha \cdot (P - P_v) \]

where \( \alpha \) is the kinetic coefficient of evaporation and has a typical value of 0.025 lbs/hr • psi • in\(^2\) for a material 22 such as PTFE (teflon); \( P_v \) is the vapor pressure of the fluid such as water; \( P_v \) is pressure on the vacuum side of the membrane 22; and \( m \) is proportional to the vapor pressure difference as well as being dependent on the temperature of the fluid moving through the cooling membrane 10.

It should now be appreciated that the practice of the present invention provides for an evaporative cooling membrane device, as well as an evaporative cooling membrane system, that provides cooling of a fluid that is capable of experiencing a liquid to vapor transition and that manifests a laminar flow that allows for the evaporation to be easily adjusted by the flow rate thereof.

It is understood that the invention is not limited to the specific embodiments herein illustrated and described, but may be used otherwise without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

What we claim is:

1. A system for cooling a contained environment with a circulating stream of fluid by means of vaporization comprising:

   a) a housing with four enclosed side walls, an enclosed bottom, and an exposed face covered with at least one sheet of hydrophobic porous material of teflon of the PTFE type, said side walls including two oppositely disposed side walls one with an entrance opening and the other with an exit opening and with entrance opening capable of receiving a fluid having an elevated temperature and a predetermined flow rate and capable of experiencing a liquid to a vapor change and the exit opening capable of passing said fluid out of said housing, said predetermined flow being selected so that laminar flow is maintained from said entrance opening to said exit opening, said porous material having pores with predetermined dimensions so as to resist any fluid in its liquid state from passing therethrough but to provide passage of said fluid in its vapor state causing the evaporation of said fluid;

   b) a container defining said confined environment and capable of containing a negative pressure, said container having means for holding said housing so that said porous material is exposed to said negative pressure.

2. A system for cooling with a circulating stream of fluid by means of vaporization comprising:

   a) a housing with four enclosed side walls, an enclosed bottom, and an exposed face covered with at least one sheet of hydrophobic porous material of teflon of the PTFE type, said side walls including two oppositely disposed side walls one with an entrance opening and the other with an exit opening and with entrance opening capable of receiving a fluid having an elevated temperature and a predetermined flow rate and capable of experiencing a liquid to a vapor change and the exit opening capable of passing said fluid out of said housing, said predetermined flow being selected so that laminar flow is maintained from said entrance opening to said exit opening, said porous material having pores with predetermined dimensions so as to resist said fluid in its liquid state from passing therethrough but to allow passage of said fluid in its vapor state causing the evaporation of said fluid; said porous material having inner and outer surfaces with the outer surface being arranged to be exposed to a negative pressure.

3. The system for cooling according to claim 1, wherein said predetermined dimensions of said pores comprise a diameter in the range from 0.1 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \).

4. The system for cooling according to claim 2, wherein said predetermined dimensions of said pores comprise a diameter in the range from 0.1 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \).

5. The system according to claim 2, wherein said hydrophobic material has a selected thickness so as to comprise a membrane.

6. The system according to claim 1, wherein the vapor state of said fluid passing through and evaporating from said
pores creates a combination of heat and mass transfer around and through said housing to provide four definable processes which are: (1) transfer of heat to the site of each of said pores of said evaporation; (2) the permeation of mass to the site of each of said pores of said evaporation; (3) the evaporation of mass from the site of each pore of said evaporation; and (4) the flow of vapor from the site of each pore of said evaporation.

7. The system according to claim 2, wherein the vapor state of said fluid passing through and evaporating from said pores creates a combination of heat and mass transfer around and through said housing to provide four definable processes which are: (1) transfer of heat to the site of each of said pores of said evaporation; (2) the permeation of mass to the site of each of said pores of said evaporation; (3) the evaporation of mass from the site of each pore of said evaporation; and (4) the flow of vapor from the site of each pore of said evaporation.